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Abstract— Schema matching (SM) is a fundamental task of data integration and data warehousing. Often SM is performed manually
which is time consuming and error prone. Furthermore, existing SM tools do not scale well to large schemas. To alleviate these
challenges, a novel tool is proposed for automated schema mapping based on the content by matching data entities exclusively based
on the content. The resulting topology is convenient to visually explore the relationship among database entities even in large volume.
Also, a post-processing algorithm based on data types is proposed for further enhancement clustering results. We present a case study
to demonstrate the efficiency and the practicality of the proposed tool.
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which offer a high level of recall measure and suffer from
diminished precision [5] [6].

I.
INTRODUCTION
Schema matching consists of identifying semantic
correspondences between two or more attributes of differing
schemas and is the first step to data integration completion [1].
Also, schema matching is central to many other database
applications such as data warehousing, data exchange,
information sharing, schema migration, and others. Often,
however, schema matching is performed manually which makes
this task time consuming [2]. In addition, due to the basic nature
of the problem, it is unavoidable that mistakes will be made [1].
Therefore, automated or semi-automated tools are more
appropriately suited to the task.

To address these challenges, this paper proposes the
following contributions.
-

Several schema matching methods have been proposed by
researchers in the last decade. Extensive literature reviews can
be found in [3]. These methods can be divided into two major
groups schema-based matching and instance (content) based
matching. Schema-level matching methods are based on
schema-related information such as name of attributes,
description of attributes, data types, constraints, and structure
information. Instance-based methods for schema matching are
based on database element instances, statistical similarities, and
other content-related information.

The development of an automated purely content-based
schema matching tool.
A visual tool capable of handling visually large data
schemas.
A post-processing algorithm for the enhancement of
precision of clustering results by focusing attributes data
type information.
II.

LITTERATURE REVIEW

There has been limited work done in relation to instancebased schema matching [4], [7], [8]. In this section, we present
the most important schema-matching related works which are
based either on content or hybrid (element and content) schema
matching.
A. 2.1 Pure Content Approaches
In [7], a content-based approach has been utilized with
google similarity and regular expression libraries resulting in
high accuracy ranging between [93%, 98%]. However, there are
two limitations to their work is the low number of instances and
the restriction to 1-1 matchings. In [8], a pure content-based
schema matching was used based on the entropy measure using
neural networks resulting an increase of the precision by 7% and
the recall by 17%. However, the disadvantage of a neural

Most previous works have focused on the development of
schema-based matching tools rather than focusing on data
content while data content can reveal more important insights
into semantic relation between attributes [4]. In addition, in most
schema matching operations there is a human involved in the
process; therefore, it is important to have a graphical tool for
large schemas [1]. Furthermore, the content-based schema
matching methods are based on machine learning algorithms
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network is that it needs to be trained with some input data. So, if
the training data is very different from the processed data, e.g.
heterogeneous domains, the results would probably diverge. In
[9], an instance-based schema mapping approach was proposed
using a heterogeneous data mining method which consists of
simultaneously processing two or more data types. The recall
measure doubled while the precision slightly decreased.

B. Processing: SOM-based Clustering
The clustering is done via Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs)
which is an unsupervised learning technique. The most
remarkable capability of SOM is its ability to produce, as shown
in Fig. 1, a mapping of high dimensional input space onto a lowdimensional (usually two dimensional) map, where similar input
data can be found on nearby regions of the map. The resulting
map offers improved insight into the interrelationships among
the input data which in this work are data entities (columns).

B. Holistic Approach
In the previous subsection, the previous works focused on
element level data; however, as we focus on instance-level data,
we also reviewed hybrid element/instance level works. The first
successful hybrid work was called the holistic schema matching
[10] which integrates an instance-based approach and an
element-based approach. In [11], it is proposed to perform
schema matching of individuals stored in different repositories
using in sequence instance-level and schema-level approaches.
This sequential combination resulted in the enhancement of the
recall measure by [15%, 75%] without "substantial loss of
precision" [11]. More recently [12], the holistic approach was
used for open data schema matching problems with promising
results.
Although, holistic works led to promising results, a limited
work has been conducted since then probably due to the complex
task of combining results from instance-based approach and
element level-approach which lead to poorer results. But, one
thing is sure is that the amount of instance-level data is
significantly larger than element-level data; so, if instance-level
data is analyzed properly, it could lead to more accurate results.
So, developing automated tools based on data mining and
machine learning to process both instance and element level
information could lead to promising results, and that’s what we
propose in the next section.
III.

Figure 1: SOM map which projects of high dimensional data into two
dimensional space [16].

The map display [17] has the following advantages:
-

The ability to convey a large amount of information in a
limited space
- The facilitation of browsing and the perceptual inferences
on retrieval interfaces
- The potential to reveal semantic relationships of terms
and documents
All these advantages are demonstrated through a map display
generated by SOM in this work. As such, SOM map has been
selected in this paper for schema matching and relationship
exploration between data entities.

PROPOSED TOOL

An important part of the proposed work is done at the preprocessing level which is described in the next sub-section.
Then, we describe briefly the utilized clustering method called
SOM, the proposed visualization tool, and the post-processing
algorithm as well as its impact on clustering and visualization
results.

C. Post-Processing
Most information retrieval algorithms offer a high recall
measure but typically a lower precision [6]. SOMs suffer from
similar results. Therefore, we propose a post processing
algorithm for the enhancement of SOM’s clustering results by
improving the precision, i.e. every cluster found by a SOM is
broken into sub-clusters based on the data types of the entities.

A. Data Pre-Processing
The pre-processing phase consists in preparing the data for
processing via several steps. First, the relational database entities
originating from heterogeneous data repositories are named
using
the
following
naming
convention
column@table@database. For example, a table, from a database
1, is named student and encompasses student information, it is
composed of the following columns: id, name, dateBirth, etc.
The extracted elements are as follows: “id@student@1”,
“dateBirth@student@1”, “name@student@1”, etc.

IV.

EXPERIMENTS

In this section we present case study to demonstrate the
practicality of the proposed content-based methodologies. As
illustrated in Fig. 2. The first scenario uses only the SOM-based
clustering while the second scenario integrates the proposed
post-processing algorithm, as second step, to the first scenario.
So, the first part called “Document Encoding” is data preprocessing phase described in the previous section. The Second

Then these columns are transformed in vector space model
(VSM) commonly used in text mining [13] using the TF-IDF
measure [14]. Due to the large dimensionality, we use the
Random Projection (RP) which is simple and offer comparable
results to PCA [15].
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phase “Construction of SOM Map” is the data processing phase
which includes visualization. The third phase “Post-Processing
Optimization” is optional and serves to enhance the precision of

the SOM clustering results as well as to enhance the quality of
the visualization tool.

Figure 2: Proposed methodologies.

A. Input Data
The tests are run by using the Northix [18] repository which
is a schema matching of two demo repositories namely
Northwind and Sakila [19]. Table 1 shows the composition of
the Northix [20] database.

4.3 Results

Table 1: The Norhtix database properties

Data Set
Northix

Data
entities
115

Terms
(tokens)
21805

Classes
33

4.2 Measures
In order to measure performance of the proposed
methodologies, the F-measure is used [13]. It is calculated with
respect to the known classes for each document, and it is based
on Precision and Recall weights. The inverse relationship
between precision and recall with regards to information
processing are explained by the following formulas.

Figure 3: Experiment Results – Average measures of 30 Runs.

As shown in fig. 3, the results are presented for both the
original processing and the post-processing algorithm over a
series of 30 tests. Matlab was utilized to conduct the
experiments. For each of the 30 tests, we compared the
Precision, Recall and F-Measures. As seen in Fig 3, the average
F-Measure for the 30 tests is 65% and it is improved by 5% after
the post-processing algorithm is applied. This is due mainly to
the precision enhancement which represents the number of
retrieved data objects that are relevant to a specified query. The
precision increases because of the improved homogeneity of the
post-processed nodes since each node contains only data objects
of a singular data type. This improved homogeneity necessarily
increased the overall number of nodes since a heterogeneous
node from the original SOM topography may be split into
multiple homogeneous nodes based on the number of unique
data types existing on the original node.

|{relevant documents} ∩ {retrieved documents}|
Precision =
|{retrieved documents}|
|𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 ∩ 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠|
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
|{𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠}|

𝐹 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 2 .

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 . 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

The above formulas show that precision is a fraction or ratio
of documents that are both relevant and retrieved over the total
number of retrieved documents. The recall formula, however,
shows that recall is a fraction or ratio of documents that are both
relevant and retrieved over the total number of relevant
documents.
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Figure 4: SOM-based Visualization map without post-processing

Figure 4 shows a visualization result of a Self-Organizing
Map. The data is represented by a 2-dimensional grid with data
objects grouped and assigned to nodes based on results from the
SOM-based clustering discussed earlier in this paper. Each node
is labeled with none, one, or more data entities. The selected
node shown in red contains 10 data entities identified to be
similar for schema matching by the SOM algorithm, while the
orange nodes are its neighboring clusters.

exploration without having preliminary knowledge of the
original schemas.

In Figure 5, you can see the indicated node from Figure 4.
The labeling of each of the 10 data objects on the node uses the
format column@table@datasource. These entities should be
matched together based on these results. Intuitively it can be
seen that some entities (columns) are of different data types.
Therefore, the proposed post-processing algorithm will be used
to separate them based on content data types which results in
generating new sub-clusters. Every sub-cluster will be of a
singular specific data type. The advantage of this approach is
that the original SOM topology is not modified; i.e., two
neighboring nodes are suggested to have content based
similarities without the recommendation to be matched together.
In addition, every sub-cluster of a particular data type will be
colored differently, further facilitating initial visual data

Figure 5: A Zoomed Node without post/processing

After application of the post-processing algorithm, the new
multi-node topology is then visualized as an overlay upon the
original two dimensional SOM map. Figure 6 shows a
visualization result of the proposed post-processing method. For
conformity, the same SOM Training presented in Figures 4 and
5 are also presented after post-processing in Figures 6 and 7.
Here, you can see the original two-dimensional SOM map
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topology underneath the enhanced layer of labeled nodes. The
number of individual nodes visible in the upper layer has

increased, yet all new nodes are visually bound to the nodes in
the original SOM from which they were derived.

Figure 6: Visualization after Post-Processing Clustering based on Data-Types

Coloration has been introduced to further enhance the visual
delivery of information to the user. Each unique color represents
a unique data type. In the case of Figure 6, five distinct colors
represent each of Date, Integer, Text, Real and Mixed (text and
numbers i.e. address) data types. The user, looking at the
visualization, can readily identify the data type for any of the
enhanced nodes.
In Figure 7, the highlighted node from Figure 4 and Figure 5
has been isolated. Here you can see that each of the original 10
data objects assigned to the original node have been broken apart
into three enhanced nodes containing four data objects of type
Integer, three data objects of type Text, and three data objects of
type Real. The three new (and now smaller) nodes remain
attached to the original SOM topology for reference. These
results are not only more accurate but also makes the schema
matching/mapping tasks much simpler and faster through the
enhance visualization tool.

Figure 7: Post-Processed Visualization of Selected Node

I.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a visualization tool for automatic
schema matching using a pure content-based approach. SelfOrganizing Maps, an unsupervised clustering algorithm, was
used for data clustering. The resulting map topology is very
convenient for exploration of entities relationship originating
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[9]

from different repositories. In addition, a post processing
algorithm was proposed for results enhancement by improving
the precision. The advantage of this approach is that the schema
matching results are improved in accuracy while preserving the
original SOM topology. The clustering accuracy improvement
is due mainly to the precision enhancement because of a stronger
homogeneity of the post-processed nodes since each node
contains data objects of a singular data type. In addition, every
sub-cluster of specific type will be colored different to further
facilitate visual data exploration and accelerate the schema
matching process because a unique color represents a specific
data type. The user, looking at the visualization, can readily
identify the data type for any data entity on the SOM map which
makes the schema matching process, simpler, faster, and more
accurate.
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